
A note from the CEO 

You haven’t heard from us often enough with company 

updates, and we plan to change that via our quarterly 

newsletter, aptly named ‘The Charming Shortcut’. 

Why may you ask? 

Well, Amulet, by another name is a good luck charm, and I’m sure I don’t need to 

explain a Hotkey! 

So, here we have our first edition that aims to bring you the latest news, product 

updates, events and so on. 

First off, I’d like to say thank you for continuing to be part of the Amulet Hotkey 

community. Your ongoing custom and partnerships have meant the business continues 

to be successful and we are able to invest in innovations that will, ultimately, benefit 

you.

It’s been some months now, but you have probably noticed our new website and logo? 

This is a welcome step on our evolution to a brand we think reflects the company we 

are today. For any partners who need a copy of our new logo, you can reply directly to 

this email, and you’ll reach our marketing manager.

Scroll on to read the latest news and keep an eye out for The Charming Shortcut 

dropping into you inbox each quarter! 
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News 

CoreStation CX6520 blade workstation that maximizes 

density for ultimate performance

Designed to deliver dedicated and powerful performance 

with professional processors, graphics, and large memory 

to handle large datasets and demanding workloads.

The CX series workstations are the next generation of centralized and virtualized 

workstation in our Agile Work Environment solution suite. Our solutions empower 

customers to architect tomorrow’s workplace to rapidly respond to changes, handle 

complex workflows, and create and deliver ideas faster that transforms competitive 

capabilities.

Next generation DX series ultra thin client

Compact and feature rich to support remote, hybrid 

and collaborative working 

In July we announced the next generation in our DX series clients – the DX1600 and 

DX1300. Our DX series clients are designed to deliver performance and reliability, 

giving you a flexible, secure and easy to manage end point that give an optimal 

user experience. What separates the two options is the DX1600’s enhancements to 

support the most demanding workloads, while the DX1300 is intended to be plug and 

play as a rapidly deployable option.

Read all news 
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Events 

Nato Edge

25-27 October

Mons, Belgium

VMware Explore 

7-9 November

Barcelona, Spain

Have you read? 

The Trading Floor of the Future

Technology executives in financial services face a once-in-a-generation opportunity to 

help redefine workplaces to improve efficiency and competitiveness. New technologies 

enable them to embrace hybrid working models and workstation virtualization. Thanks 

to these virtualization technologies, industry leaders can leapfrog forward to create 

positive organizational change.

Unsubscribe
©2022 AMULET HOTKEY. 

Meet with us at the events 

Read the full article
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